
Homework Projects -  Complete 2 of your choice 

Homework Deadline: 18th February 2019 

Any projects produced will be displayed in our classrooms with our topic 

Write some number calculations using Roman numerals, for your friends to solve.  

Watch the closing credits of your favourite British TV programme. Can you find the 

Roman numerals at the end? In what year was the programme made?  

Research Roman life. Which were the most useful? Recommend the best one to 

your classmates.  

Find out if there are any Roman forts or settlements near where you live. Try to visit 

one with your family. Take lots of photographs of what you see.  

Look at holiday brochures and online information to find out about modern day 

Rome as a tourist destination. Which tourist attractions would you like to visit? 

What is the weather like? Where else would you like to go in Italy?  

Read a book or watch a film on a Roman theme. Write a review to let your        

classmates know what you thought about it.  

Write a diary entry as if you are a Roman soldier, a slave in a Roman villa or a Celtic 

child. What is your typical day like?  

Create a word search or crossword puzzle containing some of the key Roman      

vocabulary you have learnt. Bring your puzzle to school for your friends to solve.  

Make a model of a Roman villa using junk materials such as cereal boxes, coloured 

paper, tin foil and cardboard tubes. Use online images and pictures in non-fiction 

books to inspire the layout of your villa. 

Make a drawing of a Roman god or goddess. Write a fact file of information.  

Create a Celtic costume. Tartan pyjama bottoms and blankets may come in handy. 

You could borrow a brooch to secure your cloak or some Celt-inspired jewellery.  
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Literacy 

In Literacy this half term we will be focusing 

on embedding the elements of the Year 4 

writing curriculum. The children will be     

focusing their writing around a range of  

novels, using these as inspiration for their 

creative writing. In reading, we will be      

extending our skills of inference and retriev-

al, applying these to shorter texts as well as 

extended books and stories.  

Art/DT 

As part of our history based topic, the 

children will be researching about   

roman artefacts and producing pieces 

of art based on this. We will also be 

crafting our very own roman sword 

and shield. 

PE 

This half term, Year 4 will be using their 

skills to learn a range of netball skills.  We 

will be using our warm-ups to focus on our 

fitness and agility.  

Computing 

 Using a range of ICT software, we will learn 

how to use GPS tracking in reading maps. 

Alongside this we will create 2D animations in 

simple programmes.   

RE 

Over the half term, we will be learning about Islam  

specifically Eid ul Adha. 
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Things to remember! 

Reading 

Your child needs to bring their reading book and 

reading diary into school every day. Please sign 

their diary after you have listened to them read 

so that they can change their book. Children  

cannot bring books home to read if they do not 

have their book bag/bag in school.  

Spellings 

Children are given spellings weekly and will be 

tested weekly.  

P.E. Kit 

Please ensure your child has full P.E. kit every 

Monday and Wednesday. 

Thank you!  

Maths 

Throughout the first term of Spring, children will 

begin by consolidating and extending their 

knowledge of multiplication and division. These 

skills will then be used in problem solving        

activities to deepen understanding in these    

areas.        

Please ensure children are continuing to 

practise fluent recall of their times tables.  

Science 

During this half term children will be exploring 

sound and how it travels. They will experiment  with 

different aspects of sound and record their            

observations and predictions. 

Topic 

This half term, children in Y4 will       

thoroughly enjoy learning about          

Romans. They will explore the life of an 

everyday roman, a famous gladiator and 

a child. We will also study historical 

maps of Rome and produce our own 

sketch maps to include landmarks. The 

children will continue their brass studies 

every Thursday throughout the year. 


